Military Aviation

Mission Management Suite (M2S)
Make your air operations more efficient and effective,
mission after mission.
Jeppesen and Tapestry, both Boeing companies, have come together to create Mission Management Suite (M2S),
a fully integrated air operations planning, scheduling and management system designed to enhance your command
and control capabilities and streamline air operations center (AOC) workflows.
The intuitive interface is easy to use.
ee Introduces a Rich Internet Application (RIA) client with interactive
displays and intuitive, industry best practice visualization tools
ee Allows you to make application edits in one functional area. This
provides real-time updates to all other areas of the operation to
save time and maintain consistency.
ee Provides multi-display views to improve awareness, enhance
operations visibility and offer critical information, all of which will
improve your ability to make accurate decisions.
Web portal provides easy, organized access to system applications, personalized
links and content, and customized data feeds.

ee Easily produce Crew Orders and General Declarations for all
missions – automatically/one touch

M2S is easy to manage and improves efficiency.
M2S integrates multiple core applications through a single user
interface, making information and tools available when and where
they are needed.

It’s a state-of-the-art, intuitive and efficient AOC problem-solver
for global operations.
Interactive mapping solution, text and visual display options combine to give you
customized, comprehensive visibility.

M2S tracks and manages requirements,
assets, resources and missions, providing a
comprehensive solution suite for operators and key
decision makers.

ee Includes embedded, real-time reporting features and provides
analytic and cost data to help speed the decision-making process.
ee Its workflow-centered, collaborative environment improves
process efficiency.

M2S encompasses the full spectrum of air operations, from initial
tasking through mission completion, analysis and reporting.
M2S is easy to use, manage and maintain, and lets you make a
request for transportation, manage that information from multiple
sources, and present it in a simplified visual format.

Look what M2S offers.
It augments the decision-making process and improves overall
situational and operational awareness.

You can drag and drop items and make timelines, so it’s easy to present data clearly.
This enhances accurate, proactive decision making.

It’s easy to maintain—built with the latest products
and technologies.

Mission Management Suite (M2S)
The Java J2EE-based environment features
an n-tiered, SOA-based design for scalability
and availability.

ee All Jeppesen dispatchers have airline experience, hold FAA Part
121 dispatcher certificates and offer best-in-class service.

ee User authentication with definable roles and privileges protect the
system and underlying data.

ee Dispatch builds and tracks your flights/trips
from inception to final execution, and provides process
standardization and review through dispatch methodology.

ee Integrated business rules engine provides ease of configuration
and adaptability to changes in policies and future growth.

ee Customer-specific Web portal allows you to track and access
flight documents and status:

ee Enterprise Service Bus technology standardizes interfaces,
reduces IT costs and increases flexibility with legacy systems.

–– View all of your flights from a single page.

M2S is essential to your operations

–– Download, email, fax your trip information quickly, from a central
location to anywhere
in the world.

ee Improved integration between mission planning and
flight planning.
ee Improved decision making ensures successful and safe
mission completion with up-to-date information throughout all
stages of flight.
ee M2S provides transportation requirement input, validation and
authorization.
ee Detailed mission planning tools track diplomatic clearances
(DIPS), payload, location and cost so that every mission detail
is accessible.

–– Your aircrew and operational personnel
can easily share information with
Jeppesen dispatchers.
–– Dispatch is compatible with aviation
scheduling software.
–– We can assist and/or apply for diplomatic clearances
depending on your country’s
specific procedures.

ee Automated list of diplomatic clearance needs.
ee New diplomatic clearance letter provides all the information
needed for a clearance request.
ee Discerning resource scheduling of fleets and qualified crews
provides better control and management of operational resources.
ee Comprehensive day-of-execution capabilities provide optimized
flight plans for an efficient and effective flight profile.

We also offer contract dispatch.
ee Planning and executing your flights is easier and can be
customized according to your policies and government
regulations.

Powerful and accurate flight-planning tools help you to get where you need to go to
complete the mission.

ee We provide complete ATC coordination and in-flight
assistance, 24/7.

System Requirements
ee Server: Microsoft Windows 2008 EE 64-bit
ee Mobile: Tablets and smart phones

ee Workstations: Windows 7, IE7 and Firefox, Adobe Acrobat Reader,
Macromedia Flash 1.0

Learn more about what we offer.
For more information about Jeppesen Operations Solution, visit jeppesen.com/military.
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